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Hodder Stoughton General Division, United Kingdom, 2009. Paperback. Condition: New. Language:
English . Brand New Book. After their father s funeral, Erik and Inga Davidsen find a cryptic letter
from an unknown woman among his papers, dating from his adolescence in rural Minnesota during
the Depression. Returning to his psychiatric practice in New York, Erik sets about reading his father
s memoir, hoping to discover the man he never fully understood.At the same time, another woman
enters Erik s lonely, divorced life - a beautiful Jamaican who moves into his garden flat with her
small daughter. As Erik gets drawn into the cat-and-mouse tactics of someone who appears to be
stalking her, he finds out that his sister Inga is also being threatened, by a journalist in possession of
a wounding secret from her past.A multi-layered novel that probes the mysteries of the heart and
mind, THE SORROWS OF AN AMERICAN is compulsive, thought-provoking and profoundly affecting.
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ReviewsReviews

This pdf is wonderful. We have go through and so i am certain that i am going to going to study yet again once more in the future. Its been developed in an
exceedingly straightforward way which is merely after i finished reading through this pdf where really transformed me, modify the way i think.
-- Ollie Balistreri-- Ollie Balistreri

It is great and fantastic. Sure, it is actually perform, nevertheless an amazing and interesting literature. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely
difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Ivy Hill DDS-- Ivy Hill DDS
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